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Asas’ name
is misleading,
needs to change
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Reasons behind request
to amend Pink Dot
banner unfounded
From Peter Tay Kay Chai

The Advertising Standards Authority
of Singapore (Asas) has appealed for a
Pink Dot advertisement to be amended, for reasons related to “family values” (Pink Dot banner at Cineleisure
to stay despite advertising watchdog’s
call to remove tagline; June 9, online).
The argument is flawed, unfounded, and may be socially harmful.
First, Asas’ notion of the family
“unit” as one that consists of a husband, wife and child(ren) precludes
homosexuals, single parents, widows
and widowers, orphans and heterosexual couples unable or unwilling to
conceive.
Asas presumes Pink Dot is contrary to promoting family bonds, but participants in Pink Dot events comprise
grandparents, parents, extended families and heterosexual peers.
Furthermore, Pink Dot’s “freedom
to love” does not refer to lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender (LGBT)
people per se. So the slogan does promote values stated in the Singapore
Code of Advertising Practice.
Second, Asas appears to believe
that rejecting inclusive love is healthy.
This is potentially dangerous to the
individual and society instead.
For instance, hostility between
an LGBT person and his/her family,
emerging from sexual orientation is-

sues, weakens the family unit.
Heterosexuals are not subjected
to prejudice, familial abandonment
or peer rejection, and do not commit suicide or risk coming under fire
at work or at school because of their
sexual orientation.
Promoting acceptance of LGBT
children and peers can strengthen
family and social ties, especially considering that being LGBT does not
bring harm, and sexual orientation is
difficult to change.
While Asas is not legally empowered to impose its beliefs, it has some
authority that may translate into consequences.
Previously Asas had successfully
engaged with the Media Development
Authority to remove an Abercrombie
and Fitch advert featuring a shirtless
male model it deemed offensive.
The public’s views appear to be divided. Any organisation that relents
to poor reasoning and unfounded demands, especially if religiously motivated, runs the danger of destabilising
social coherence.
Singapore’s pluralistic society
strives to maintain inclusiveness,
whether it pertains to religion, ethnicity, nationality or sexual orientation.
Any authority that seeks to undermine this should be educated based
on good reasoning and evidence, with
the nation’s well-being as the priority.

From Ngiam Shih Tung

I refer to the report “Pink Dot banner at Cineleisure to stay despite
advertising watchdog’s call to remove tagline” (June 9, online).
The Advertising Standards Authority of Singapore (Asas) is often
described as a “watchdog”, but is
merely an advisory council of the
Consumers Association of Singapore (Case).
The word “authority” in its
name gives the false impression
that it is a governmental body with
legal powers, similar to the Immigration and Checkpoints Authority
or the Land Transport Authority.
It behoves Case, an organisation
dedicated to “fair and ethical trade
practices”, to rename Asas and remove the word “authority” to better represent the advisory nature
of its function.

Love and respect go a long way
From Huang Yihua

Over the years, the Pink Dot movement has been campaigning for acceptance of people with a different
sexual orientation or gender identity
(Pink Dot banner at Cineleisure to
stay despite advertising watchdog’s
call to remove tagline; June 9, online).
It is good to raise awareness of the
difficulties lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender individuals (LGBT) face,
and the rallies at Hong Lim Park have
drawn crowds making a stand for an
inclusive society.
LGBT issues are still sensitive, no
doubt, and people with religious con-

victions call for a halt to LGBT activism, but Pink Dot seeks dialogue, albeit a difficult one. The advertising of
the event at malls is a step forward.
A mature society discusses differences and hopes to seek common
ground.
Love and respect would go a long
way, while hate is never the solution.
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Learn a third
language at
home, not school
From Kwan Jin Yao

I refer to the commentary “Picking up a third language can firm up
bonds between S’poreans” (June 9).
The proposal for Singaporeans to acquire the mother tongue
of another racial group here, so as
to “expand our cultural consciousness beyond our individual ethnic
groups”, is well-intentioned, although practical thought should
be given to its implementation.
The benefits are clear, but what
about the costs?
At first glance, schools appear
to be the expedient platform for
such learning, but considering demographic changes and a growing
body of research affirming the importance of pre-school instruction,
the home may provide a more conducive platform.
Challenges at school are not
limited to manpower and resources. It is unclear whether pupils,
stretched by a curriculum often
deemed too stressful, can take on
another subject, even if — as proposed — a Primary 3 level of proficiency is desired.
More fundamentally, how are pupils coping now with two languages? The Education Ministry may
point to trends in grades and pass
rates, vis-a-vis curriculum standards, yet these should be squared
with students’ experiences.
Are they already conversant
in two languages? Are workloads
manageable? Upon graduation,
how likely are they to retain usage and proficiency? In this vein,
the pupils’ perceptions and capacity both matter in decision-making.
What is more plausible is language education at home, considering that one in five marriages in
Singapore in 2015 were inter-ethnic, up from 15 per cent in 2005.
Assuming that both parents are
fluent in their second language,
which cannot be taken for granted, then their children would be exposed to more than two languages.
The Government’s role in this
would not be to dictate or compel
pupils to take an additional language, but to encourage greater
parental involvement by, for example, providing common or subsidised resources.
This approach is more organic,
and other parents are more likely
to be convinced of the benefits.
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